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Abstract— In this work, we propose a learning-based ap-
proach to the task of detecting semantic line segments from
outdoor scenes. Semantic line segments are salient edges en-
closed by two endpoints on an image with apparent semantic
information, e.g., the boundary between a building roof and
the sky (See Fig. 1). Semantic line segments can be efficiently
parameterized and fill the gap between dense feature points and
sparse objects to act as an effective landmarks in applications
such as large-scale High Definition Mapping (HDM). With
no existing benchmarks, we have built two new datasets
carefully labeled by humans that contain over 6,000 images of
semantic line segments. Semantic line segments have different
appearance and layout patterns that are challenging for existing
object detectors. We have proposed a Semantic Line Segment
Detector (SLSD) together with an unified representation and
a modified evaluation metric to better detect semantic line
segments. SLSD trained on our proposed datasets is shown to
perform effectively and efficiently. We have conducted excessive
experiments to demonstrate semantic line segment detection
task as a valid and challenging research topic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object detection has been an active research topic for
decades The introduction of deep learning models has been
dominating object detection task during the last few years.
Deep learning approaches are also challenging image fea-
ture keypoint detection and descriptor extraction task. With
objects conveying sparse and high-level semantic informa-
tion, feature keypoints contain much denser yet low-level
information. Semantic line segment is what lies in between.
For example, given an image of a city scene, semantic
line segment can be the edge of traffic light pole or the
boundary in between a building roof and sky. Semantic
line segment has larger quantity than objects and richer
semantic information than feature keypoints. It can also be
easily vectorized in 2D and 3D space saving considerable
storage compared with dense feature keypoints. Semantic
line segment is one of the ideal components for applications
such as large-scale High Definition Mapping (HDM), which
acts as an essential ingredients for the emerging autonomous
driving technique.
We find little reference that addresses semantic line seg-
ment detection problem. There are some very recent works
dealing with wireframe detection problem [6], [19], [22],
[25]. Wireframes consist of junctions and connected line
segments. They can be as dense as feature points yet with
no explicit semantic information. Line segment is another
relative element [18]. Similar to wireframe, line segment
tends to be dense and fragmented without semantics. A
recent works has proposed semantic line [9] which captures
normally less than three semantic-less major line structures to
parse scene layout of a given image. On the contrary, seman-
tic line segments are those edges and boundaries of major
salient contours with apparent semantic meaning. Semantic
line segments are not anchored at junction points and varies
more significantly in length. Consider two specific examples,
the shadow projected onto the wall from a pole should be
detected as a wireframe [25] but it is not taken as a semantic
line segment. A road curb partially blocked by pedestrians
and vehicles will be divided into several wireframes while
a semantic line segment detector definitely want to recover
that curb as one single line segment. Different from objects,
there are vertical and horizontal line segments which have
extreme width and height ratio rendering anchor-box-based
detectors inferior. Fig. 1 shows more examples of semantic
line segments, line segments [18], wireframes [19], and
semantic line [9] from city scene images from KAIST urban
dataset [7]. Line segments and wireframes tend to recover
more fragmented line segments.
No existing open-source dataset is found suitable for
semantic line segment detection problem. We present two
new benchmark datasets, namely, KITTI-SLS and KAIST-
SLS. Both datasets are outdoor scenes. KITTI-SLS covers
mainly Europe rural areas while KAIST-SLS is recorded in
Korea cities.
To this end, we propose an anchor-free Semantic Line
Segment Detector (SLSD). We present a general repre-
sentation which unifies semantic line segment and object
detection task. A Bi-Atrous mdule is devised to better
handling vertical and horizontal lines. We also propose a
gradient-based refinement step to further improve location
accuracy. We empirically show that Intersection over Union
(IoU) is not discriminate enough for different line segment
overlapping situations. A new metric, namely, Angle Center
Length (ACL), is presented to achieve desired measurement.
We conduct excessive experiments on the two benchmarks.
Results show that SLSD is effective in solving semantic line
detection task. Ablation experiments have been conducted to
evaluate gains from different modifications. Last but not the
least, with our proposed general representation, we attempt
to expand SLSD as an unified detector to solve semantic line
segment and object detection tasks simultaneously. Unified
SLSD provides comparable performance compared to single
task detectors. Unified SLSD can solve two tasks with no
computation overheads. This benefits application in intelli-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of different line-shaped elements in city-scene images.
1st row: semantic line segments. 2nd row: LSD. 3rd row: wireframes by
[19]. 4th row: semantic lines by [9]
gent robotics where real-time processing of input signals (i.e.
images and videos) on embedded device is a must.
Our main contributions are three folds:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
address the semantic line segment detection problem.
We provide two new benchmark datasets KITTI-SLS
and KAIST-SLS.
• We propose SLSD as an effective semantic line seg-
ment detector with a Bi-Atrous module and a modified
evaluation metric.
• We thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency
of SLSD and demonstrate semantic line segment as a
challenging and valid research topic.
• We make an initial attempt to build a unified SLSD for
object and semantic line segment detection simultane-
ously and show its potential.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Edge detection and line detection
Line detection from images can be traced back to early
60s. Hough Transform was designed to recognize complex
patterns of particle tracks on photographs from bubble
chambers. A decade later, modified Hough Transform was
proposed to locate lines in images. HT line, however, tends
to detect lines rather than line segments. Compared with
line detection, edge detection aims to structural information
that satisfy certain criteria such as sharp gradient changes.
Edges can be lines, curves, circles, etc. [1] proposed Canny
edge detector in late 80s and has been one of the most
popular edge detector owing to its robustness and simplicity.
Edge detector provides dense and detailed detections from
an image without any semantics. Line segment detection
extracts higher level information than edge detection. It
can be achieved by an edge detector followed by a Hough
Transform to filter out non-straight structures. Line Segment
Detector (LSD) is a recently proposed detector specified on
line segment. It achieves several preferable characteristics for
implementation such as few parameters, sub-pixel accuracy,
and low computational complexity. However, detected line
segments are still dense and without semantic meaning.
Our proposed semantic line segment detector is a learning-
based detector. It will ignore those small line segments with
ambiguous semantics and provide detections with selected
and interpretable information.
B. Semantic line detection
Semantic line detection problem is proposed in [9]. The
author defines semantic line as those “significant lines”
that separate major semantic regions in a given image. All
semantic lines are end-to-end, i.e., two end points are both
located on one out of four image boundaries. Semantic
lines are not necessarily obvious lines but rather arbitrary
boundaries, e.g., horizon of a city scene. A semantic line
detector, SLNet, is proposed to accomplish the task. SLNet
contains a VGG16 [17] backbone to extract features from
input image. A line pooling layer is presented to get inter-
polated features from the surrounding region of each line
candidate. Fully connected layers are followed to classify
if each line candidate is a semantic line or not. Note that,
“semantic” line is actually implicit semantics. SLNet only
tells if a line candidate is semantic line or not but output
no interpretable meanings. Candidate lines are generated by
enumerating two end point locations with a certain step size.
Semantic lines are extremely sparse. One image has only
about one to three lines which limit the semantics at only
scene-level but never component-level. This also prevents
semantic lines to be used as a type of image features. Since
semantic lines are arbitrary lines, their parameterization has
no physical meanings and cannot by projected into 3D space.
Such property restricts its application on coarse image layout
understanding and makes it unsuitable for our applications.
Our semantic line segments, on the contrary, are all real
physical edges or boundaries. They are denser with valid
parameterization. Semantic line segments in 2D space convey
mid-level semantic information acting as an important com-
plementary for feature points and objects. Each semantic line
segment has an explicit semantic meaning, i.e., pole, curb,
etc. Our proposed detector works in an end-to-end style to
output locations and categories of all semantic line segments
in single forward pass.
C. Wireframe parsing
Wireframe parsing is an emerging topic during the past
few years. It is first proposed in [6] and designed to locate
“wireframes” consisting of junctions and connected line
segments from images of man-made environment. [19], [22]
propose to use two-staged approach to first predict an inter-
mediate heat map followed by a heuristic algorithm to extract
line segments. In [25], the author propose L-CNN as an
end-to-end solution to directly output vectorized wireframes
containing geometrically salient junctions and line segments.
Wireframe detection is mainly used for 3D reconstruction of
environment. It focuses on finding all possible line segments
satisfying pixel-level criteria without providing interpretable
semantic meaning for each segment. An image can have
large amount of wireframes and many are fragmented and
easily occluded due to moving viewpoint. Wireframes are
demonstrated to be effective elements for 3D reconstruction
yet their density and lack of semantics prevent it from being
an good choice for applications such as city-scale High
Definition Mapping (HDM).
D. Object detection
Object detection aims at detecting objects from images
or videos. Given different applications, objects of interest
can vary significantly. In terms of robotic mapping, object
detection is normally used to separate regions with dynamic
and salient objects to, for example, assist selecting reliable
feature points. On the other hand, objects are 3D dimensional
and hard to be accurately parameterized from image-level
detections. Moreover, salient objects in city scenes can be
sparse or highly repetitive making them infeasible to be used
as landmarks on their own in mapping applications such as
loop detection.
In terms of representation, both object and semantic line
segment are enclosed by an external rectangle, or bounding
box. We have leveraged the similarity to design a unified rep-
resentation to allow efficient semantic line segment detection
while being compatible for object detection task.
III. NEW SEMANTIC LINE SEGMENT DATASETS
To support training of our learning-based semantic line
segment detector, we propose two new datasets, KITTI-SLS
and KAIST-SLS. As semantic line segments are efficient
landmarks for outdoor, especially city scene mapping, KITTI
[4] and KAIST URBAN [7] are two comprehensive and
relative datasets. We have selected 13 video sequences of city
scenes from KITTI containing totally 2,324 frames as KITTI-
SLS. As for KAIST-SLS, we have picked sequence 39 whose
recording route is in Korean Pangyo. The sequence was
recorded at 10 fps and we extracted 2 frames every second
to collect 3,729 images. Fig. 2 is examples from KAIST-
SLS (left column) and KITTI-SLS (right column). Statistics
are shown in Table I. We define 14 different categories
of semantic line segment and the four most representative
ones are listed in the Table. There are totally 45,403 la-
bels and 77,779 labels from KITTI-SLS and KAIST-SLS,
respectively. KITTI-SLS has around 20 labels per image on
average while KAIST-SLS has 22. As KITTI-SLS covers
mostly Europe rural area and KAIST-SLS is from Korean
city scene, their labels vary significantly. For example, there
is only 2,237 building labels from KITTI-SLS which is about
one-tenth of KAIST-SLS.
For each semantic line segment, we labeled its two
endpoints, the line enclosed, and its category. We make
no assumptions such as Manhattan world assumption on
our labels. For pillar-shaped poles and trees, there are two
paralleled or nearly paralleled segments. We did our best
to label both of them. But for those poles or trees that are
too far away and hard to distinguish, we labeled only one
segment.
Fig. 2. Examples from KAIST-SLS (Left column) and KITTI-SLS (Right
column) datasets.
KAIST-SLS KITTI-SLS
building 2,237 22,898
pole 18,888 24,622
curb 2,690 6,894
grass 4,771 1,174
Total 45,403 77,779
labels/image 19.54 22.71
TABLE I
STATISTICS OF KAIST-SLS AND KITTI-SLS
IV. SEMANTIC LINE SEGMENT DETECTION
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been
showing convincing performance in object detection task.
Recently works on anchor-free detectors have pushed the
speed/performance trade-off to a new level. In this paper,
we propose SLSD to accomplish semantic line segment
detection task. Compared with existing object detectors, we
design a general representation which is compatible for both
semantic line segments and objects.
Inspired by [24], we devise an anchor-free CNN with
Bi-Atrous module for better performance. A line gradient
based post-processing mechanism is implemented to provide
more accurate segment localization. We also design a new
metric called Angle Center Length (ACL) as a replacement
of IoU to better measure different line segment overlapping
situations.
A. General representation
Existing wireframe parsing networks normally predict
junction positions and line heat maps then combine them
to get the wireframe predictions [6], [25]. Such junction-
segment representation is specialized for wireframes and
is not suitable for our task. Semantic line segments are
not necessary intersect at some junction points. Their end
points may even be ambiguous under some circumstances.
Therefore, instead of focusing on extreme points, we need
Prediction
headsBackbone
Multi-path
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Fig. 3. General workflow of our proposed semantic line segment detector.
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Fig. 4. An illustration of atrous module. Left: demonstration of different
convolutions using a kernel size 3 × 3. First row left side is a normal
convolution, right side is a regular atrous convolution with rate = 3. Second
row depicts our proposed VerAtrous and HorAtrous on left and right. Right:
Multi-path atrous module.
to design a representation that stresses more on the length
and angle of line segments.
To accomplish the design target, we follow a simple and
straight forward observation that each semantic line segment
can be taken as the diagonal with designated direction of
its boundary rectangle. A boundary rectangle can also be
taken as a tightly enclosed bounding box. Without the loss
of generality, boundary rectangle and bounding box will
be used interchangeable. Let S denotes some semantic line
segments on an image and B denotes its bounding box, we
have B = (p, cls), where p denotes the location and size of
B. In our implementation, we use p = (xc, yc, w, h), where
(xc, yc) is the bounding box center coordinate. w and h are
width and height of B, respectively. cls ∈ Cls is the index
of semantic category and Cls denotes the total number of
categories. Since S shares the same p and cls with B, we
define S as S = (B, d), where d ∈ {0, 1} represents its
direction. There are two directions, left-top to right-bottom
or left-bottom to right-top. We define d = 0 for direction
from left-top to right-bottom and d = 1 for the other.
The only difference between S and B is the direction d.
By expanding d with an additional arbitrary value to become
dg ∈ {0, 1, 2} and assign dg as an extra attribute for B, we
further define a general representation G for semantic line
segments and objects. G = B ∪ S = (p,dg, cls). Hence,
we can use G to express both object B = (G|dg = 2) and
semantic line segment S = (G|dg ∈ {0, 1}).
B. Semantic Line Segment Detector (SLSD)
1) Network design: Upsampling before prediction heads
is widely adopted in semantic segmentation since U-Net
[16]. The works on stacked hourglass networks [13] further
promotes such hourglass-like structure to be adopted in
object detectors [8], [23], [10]. With each feature map posi-
tion representing one candidate of object keypoint (selected
corner or center), anchor-free detectors such as [8], [24] are
especially benefited.
The overall structure of SLSD is depicted in Fig. 3. As
anchor-based detector has limited width-height ratio which
does not fit vertical and horizontal line segments, we build
SLSD based on a recent anchor-free detector CenterNet [24].
We select CenterNet for its structural simplicity, state-of-the-
art performance, and verified flexibility for multiple tasks.
The hourglass-like structure of SLSD includes a back-
bone for spatial feature extraction and a feature refinement
network to a) aggregate multi-scale features; b) upsample
intermediate feature maps to provide a final feature map for
prediction heads. Given an input image I ∈ R3×W×H , the
final feature map F ∈ RCF×Wr ×Hr , where r is output stride
and is normally set to 2k, k ∈ R+. We set r = 4 to be same
with the literature [2], [14], [13]. CF is number of channels
for F . We omit batch size from dimension for simplicity.
2) Bi-Atrous Module: Atrous convolution is originally
proposed for semantic segmentation task [20]. By adjusting
dilation rate, it expands reception field without introducing
extra computations.
In terms of semantic line segment detection, we have
found that vertical and horizontal line segments are typically
challenging due to its extreme scale ratio. To deal with
such segments, we propose Vertical Atrous (VerAtrous) and
Horizontal Atrous (HorAtrous) convolution. As shown in
Fig. 4, we use different rates in vertical and horizontal
direction, respectively. VerAtrous has ratey > ratex whilst
HorAtrous is implemented reversely. VerAtrous is designed
to collect a larger reception field along y-axis and a smaller
one along x-axis to better fit those vertical or near-vertical
line segments. HorAtrous is designed similarly for horizontal
segments.
We further build a Bi-Atrous module which consists of a
pair of VerAtrous and HorAtrous together with a deformable
convolution [3]. Bi-Atrous module is designed to extract
and aggregate multi-scale and multi-aspect ratio features
without changing feature map dimension. It is implemented
right before the upsample layer, i.e., bilinear upsampling or
transpose convolution, in feature refinement network.
Specifically, we use two types f Bi-Atrous module, namely,
BAM51 and BAM33. BAM51 has kernel size 1×5 and 5×1
for VerAtrous and HorAtrous, respectively. VerAtrous has
ratex = 1 and ratey = 2 while HorAtrous has ratex = 2 and
ratey = 1. To keep input dimension, we use a (4, 0) padding
for VerAtrous and (0, 4) for HorAtrous. BAM33 has kernel
size 3×3 for both VerAtrous and HorAtrous. VerAtrous uses
ratex = 1 and ratey = 3 with (1, 3) padding. HorAtrous has
ratex = 3 and ratey = 1 with (3, 1) padding Deformable
convolution is with kernel size 3 × 3, stride 1 and padding
1.
Each sub-path has a batch normalization and a ReLU
activation. As for aggregating features from the three sub-
paths in a Bi-Atrous Module, we apply regular pixel-wise
summation and a trainable weighted summation. Let Fver,
Fhor, and Fdeform denote the output feature maps from Ver-
Atrous, HorAtrous, and deformable convolution, the module
output feature map FBAM is calculated as follows:
FBAM = αFver + βFhor + ηFdeform, (1)
where α = β = η = 1 under regular summation mode. For
trainable weighted mode, α, β, and η are trainable variables
with initial values at α = β = 0.3 and η = 0.4. During
training, they are restricted by α+ β + η = 1 and α, β, η ∈
(0, 1).
3) Prediction heads: We introduce four prediction heads,
namely, heat map head (Hhm) , width and height head
(Hwh), offset head (Hoff ), and direction head (Hd). The first
three heads work similarly with [24] and Hd is specialized
for SLSD.
Hhm predicts a segment center point heat map Mˆ ∈
[0, 1]K×
W
r ×Hr , where the number of channels K = Cls is
also the number of semantic categories. For each ground
truth center point c ∈ RW×H , its equivalent position on F
is calculated by c˜ =
⌊
c
R
⌋
. The ground truth heat map M ∈
[0, 1]K×
W
r ×Hr is generated by assigning values according to
a Gaussian kernel, Mkxy = exp(− (x−c˜x)
2+(y−c˜y)2
2σ2p
), where
σ2p is a self-adaptive standard deviation with respective to
min(w, h). Only at center coordinate (x, y) of ground truth
line segments with category k, we have Mkxy = 1.
Hwh predicts width and height WH ∈ R≥02×Wr ×Hr for
bounding boxes centered at each feature map location.
Hoffset tries to recover the error E ∈ R2×Wr ×Hr intro-
duced by r and the floor operation between c˜ and c.
Hd is designed specifically for semantic line segment
detection. It predicts the direction D = [0, 1]2×
W
r ×Hr of all
semantic line segments.
4) Loss function: Loss function consists of four parts:
LSLSD = Lhm + λwhLwh + λoffLoff + λdLd, (2)
where Lhm, Lwh, Loff , Ld are loss from four predic-
tion heads, respectively. λwh, λoff , λd are corresponding
weights.
As ground truth can be only 0 or 1, Lhm calculates a
per-pixel logarithmic loss. For simplicity, we define Mt and
Mˆt:
Mt =
{
1, if Mkxy = 1
1−Mkxy, otherwise , (3)
Mˆt =
{
Mˆkxy, ifMkxy = 1
1− Mˆkxy, otherwise , (4)
Lhm is then given by:
Lhm =
1
N
∑
kxy
Mt
δ(1− Mˆt)γ log(Mˆt), (5)
where δ and γ are focusing parameters [11]. We set δ = 4
and γ = 2 [8] throughout our experiments.
5) From representation to semantic line segment: During
inference, a feature map position p = (kˆ, xˆ, yˆ) is said to
be a center point for a semantic line segment if and only if
Mˆkxy = max
{
Mˆkx±1y±1
}
. Given P = {p1, p2, ..., pn} as
n detected center point, the correspondent detection results
are Ri = (kˆ, xˆi, yˆi, wˆi, hˆi, Eˆxi, Eˆyi, dˆ), i ∈ n. We define ϕ:
ϕ =
{
1, if d = 0
−1, if d = 1 (6)
Semantic line segment end points (xsi, ysi), (xei, yei) can
then be recovered by:
xsi = (xˆi + Eˆxi − wˆi)
xei = (xˆi + Eˆxi + wˆi)
ysi = (hˆi + Eˆyi + ϕhˆi)
yei = (hˆi + Eˆyi + ϕhˆi)
(7)
C. ACL
IoU is widely adopted as a metric to measure the overlap-
ping level of two object bounding boxes. As we have noted in
Section IV-A, semantic line segment can also be considered
as the diagonal of its bounding box. Therefore, we may
directly apply IoU to calculate the overlapping level of two
semantic line segments. However, the overlapping situations
of two line segments are more complicated than bounding
boxes and we empirically show that IoU is not discriminative
enough for line segment. First row of Fig. 5 (best viewed in
color) shows an example of two overlapped line segments
for better illustration of relationship between line segment
and bounding box. The second row lists three different
overlapping cases with same IoU value (0.6). But apparently
we would like to have different overlapping measurement
among such three cases where Case 3 should have the highest
value while Case 2 is the least overlapped.
We design ACL as a replacement for IoU to achieve
desired overlapping measurement. IoU calculation is same
as bounding box IoU and we will omit details. ACL is
calculated based on the difference between angle, center co-
ordinate, and length of two line segments. Given two seman-
tic line segments Si represented by [xsi, ysi, xei, yei, clsi],
where (xsi, ysi), (xei, yei), i ∈ [1, 2] denote the coordinate
of two end points. clsi denotes the semantic category index.
ACL similarity is defined as follows:
ACL(S1, S2) =
Simc × Siml × Simα, if cls1 = cls2
0, otherwise
,
(8)
where Simc, Siml, and Simα are center coordinate simi-
larity, length similarity, and angle similarity, respectively.
Simc is given by:
Simc = 1− ‖c1, c2‖2
0.5× l1 , (9)
where ci = (
xei+xsi
2 ,
yei+ysi
2 ), i ∈ [1, 2] is center point
coordinates of two line segments.
Siml is given by:
Siml = 1− |l1 − l2|
l1
, (10)
where l1 and l2 are length of two line segments.
Simα is given by:
Simα = 1− |α1 − α2|
90◦
, (11)
where
αi =

180◦
pi arctan
yei−ysi
xei−xsi , if xsi 6= xei
90◦, otherwise
(12)
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of ACL, we
shown seven different overlapping cases of two line segments
in Fig. 6 (best viewed in color). Taking angle (a), center (c),
and length (l) as three elements to describe the position of a
line segment, all cases have a unique combination of same
and different elements. While all cases share the same IoU
value (0.6), they return different ACL values. ACL value
tends to be higher when more elements are same and lower
when less are same. This empirically verify that ACL is
more desirable metric than IoU for semantic line segment
overlapping measurement.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
1) Evaluation metric: To better fit for semantic line
segment detection task and the proposed datasets, we de-
sign two metrics based on MS COCO mAP [12], namely
mAP@mathrmscore0.5 and mAP3@score0.5.
line segment 1
line segment 2
bbox of line segment 1
bbox of line segment 2
Case 3Case 2Case 1
Fig. 5. First row is an example of two semantic line segments to calculate
IoU and ACL. We draw only angle α1, center point c1, and length l1 for
one line segment for simplicity. Second row demonstrate three cases of two
overlapped line segment whose IoU values are the same (0.6).
IoU 0.600
ACL 0.696
Same: c
Diff: a, l
IoU 0.600
ACL 0.499
Same:
Diff: a, c, l
IoU 0.600
ACL 0.746
Same: a, l
Diff: c
IoU 0.600
ACL 0.844
Same: c, l
Diff: a
IoU 0.600
ACL 0.637
Same: l
Diff: a, c
IoU 0.600
ACL 0.709
Same: a, c
Diff: l
IoU 0.600
ACL 0.600
Same: a
Diff: c, l
Fig. 6. Different overlapping cases of two line segments. All are with the
same IoU value (0.6). ACL value is shown to have better discrimination.
Similar to mAP, we average precisions over all categories.
But mAP@score0.5 adopts ACL instead of IoU since IoU
has been demonstrated in Sec. IV-C to be ineffective in
distinguishing different line segment overlaps. We calculates
precision over ten ACL values at [0.5 : 0.05 : 0.95]. The
restriction on confidence score is imposed by the application
and datasets. Semantic line segment is particularly useful in
mapping-related applications where the detection is require
to have certain level of confidence. Moreover, both KITTI-
SLS and KAIST-SLS have around 20 labels per image, there
is no need to keep upto 100 detections. mAP3@score0.5
considers the three categories with the most occurrence,
namely, pole, building, and curb.
A. Dataset arrangement
We conduct all experiments on KITTI-SLS and KAIST-
SLS datasets. We split all sequences (13 of KITTI-SLS and
1 of KAIST-SLS) from both datasets into training and testing
with a 85%/15% ratio.
As for evaluating SLSD as a unified detector for object
and semantic line segment, we have labeled 309 images from
KAIST-SLS with the following objects: car, bus, person, and
traffic light.
B. Implementation and results
SLSD effectiveness We first demonstrate the effectiveness
of SLSD on semantic line segment detection task. Table
II shows mAP@score0.5 and mAP3@score0.5 results on
KITTI-SLS dataset. SLSD with DLA-34 [21] backbone
is implemented as a universe baseline. Compared with
LSD [?], our baseline approach achieves a 0.28 gain in
mAP@score0.5. In terms of mAP3@score0.5, as pole,
building, and curb are all with more regular and obvious
edges, LSD performs much better at 0.7667. We still out-
perform LSD over 0.06. Note that all LSD detections are
without semantics. Bi-Atrous module is also shown to further
boost SLSD performance. dla34 BAM51 and dla45 BAM33
applies two proposed types of Bi-Atrous module, respec-
tively. BAM51 provides a 0.02 gain in mAP@score0.5 and
0.03 in mAP3@score0.5 whereas BAM33 achieves nearly
0.05 higher in mAP@score0.5. With trainable weighted
summation as feature aggregation in Bi-Atrous module
( wSum), there are marginal improvements in both metrics.
Some detections results from LSD and SLSD with different
Bi-Atrous are shown in Fig. 7. Failures are found mostly due
to inaccurate prediction of end point locations. These results
demonstrate SLSD with Bi-Atrous module as an effective
solution to the challenging semantic line segment detection
task.
Models mAP@score0.5 mAP33@score0.5
LSD 0.4375 0.7667
baseline 0.7174 0.8297
BAM51 0.7334 0.8594
BAM51 wSum 0.7349 0.8630
BAM33 0.7643 0.8631
TABLE II
RESULTS FROM SLSD WITH DIFFERENT BI-ATROUS MODULE WITH
DLA34 BACKBONE ON KITTI-SLS DATASET.
Fig. 7. Sample results from LSD and different SLSD with Bi-Atrous
modules. Row 1 - ground truth labels; Row 2 - LSD results; Row 3 -
baseline model results; Row 4 - BAM51; Row 5 - BAM33
SLSD efficiency In order to be implemented in real appli-
cations for online robotic mapping functions, SLSD needs to
be not only accurate but also fast. We evaluate SLSD runtime
on a server with single Nvidia GTX 1080Ti and i7 CPU.
SLSD is implemented by PyTorch [15]. Results are shown in
Table III. Three backbones are tested on KITTI-SLS, namely,
resnet-18 [5], dla34, and hourglass-104 [13]. resnet-18 has
the lowest computational complexity but also the lowest
mAP@score0.5. It runs at above 164 fps (6.1ms/image).
hourglass-104 backbone provides the best performance at the
cost to run only with 36 fps (27.6ms/image). dla34 TX2 is a
compatible version on Jetson TX2 platform with deformable
convolution replaced by an ordinary convolution. It runs at
1.5x speed with an over 0.7 loss on mAP@score0.5. We
ported dla34 TX2 to TX2 platform with ONNX format and
it still achieves around 15 fps with TensorRT acceleration,
which is good enough for near-real time processing. SLSD is
hence demonstrated to be effective and efficient for semantic
line segment detection task.
Models
mAP
@score0.5
mAP33
@score0.5 fps
resnet-18 0.4918 0.7755 164
dla34 0.7174 0.8297 51
dla34 TX2 0.6406 0.8390 75
hourglass104 0.7353 0.8788 36
TABLE III
SLSD WITH DIFFERENT BACKBONE TESTED ON KITTI-SLS DATASET.
Unified detector Last but not the least, we go one step
further to try directly implement SLSD as a unified detector
for both objects and semantic line segments. Dataset is the
first obstacle. We need data with both semantic line segment
and object labels to train SLSD. Currently we have labeled
309 such images from KAIST-SLS and use 285 for training
with the rest for testing. It definitely requires larger amount
of labeled data to provide any solid conclusions. We make
our initial attempts to verify the feasibility of unified SLSD.
With current amount of data, we here present the result to
focus on conceptually verifying the feasibility of unified
SLSD rather than quantitatively evaluation. We show our
results in Table IV.
“Train: obj” uses only object labels to train an object
detection model with each object represented as B (Sec. IV-
A).
“Train: line” uses only semantic line segment labels for a
SLSD model with each segment represented as S.
“Train: obj-line” uses both types of labels to train a unified
SLSD with G to represent object and semantic line segment.
Only mAP@score0.5 is used since object labels do not
include the three selected categories in mAP3@score0.5 =
0.2872. The unified detector is tested on all types of labels,
obj-line, obj, and line. We mainly compare unified SLSD
with single-task detector to see if it is able to retain similar
level of performance. In terms of semantic line segment
detection, original SLSD achieves mAP@score0.5 = 0.2872
whereas unified SLSD slightly outperforms at .3061. On
the other hand, object detector surpasses unified SLSD with
0.3281 over 0.2257. Extra object information helps unified
SLSD to better detect semantic line segments. But the
additional dg in object representation seems to deteriorate
object detection results from unified SLSD.
Train labels Test labels mAP@score0.5
obj-line obj-line 0.2643
obj-line obj 0.2257
obj obj 0.3281
obj-line line 0.3061
line line 0.2872
TABLE IV
TEST SLSD AS A UNIFIED DETECTOR FOR BOTH OBJECT AND
SEMANTIC LINE SEGMENT.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a systematic solution for seman-
tic line segment detection problem.
KITTI-SLS and KAIST-SLS with over 6, 000 images and
120, 000 labels are proposed to fill the blank of semantic
line segment datasets. We design an object-compatible rep-
resentation for semantic line segment so that it is possible to
solve both detections by a single unified detector. SLSD is
proposed as an anchor-free semantic line segment detector.
To further improve its performance, we device Bi-Atrous
module which consists of a VerAtrous, HorAtrous, and a de-
formable convolution. IoU is demonstrated to be insufficient
in discriminating various line segment overlaps. We propose
ACL to achieve desired overlapping measurement. We utilize
two modified metrics mAP@score0.5 and mAP3@score0.5
to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of SLSD in
semantic line segment detection. Unified SLSD with the
general representation G on solving object and semantic
line segment detection simultaneously is also conceptually
validated.
There are still defections. First of all, SLSD tends to pro-
vide more accurate predictions at line segment center regions
than end points. The reason can be that the SLSD focuses
on predicting center coordinates. End points are calculated
indirectly and we impose no extra loss on them. Secondly,
the down ratio r restricts the resolution of center coordinates.
When two semantic line segments of the same category
have their center point coordinates difference smaller than
r, the resolution of final feature map Wr × Hr will force
them to the same centers. Temporal consistency is another
issue. Semantic line segments have different layout patterns
and pixel-level features from objects. As static edges or
boundaries, their displacement model can be rather simple.
Existing literature on video object detection may not directly
fit for video semantic line segment detection.
Our attempts demonstrate semantic line segment detection
problem as a challenging and valid research topic.
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